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1. Introduction. Let f(t) be a real measurable function satis-
fying

al

(1.1) f(t+ 1)- f(t), jf(t)dt-O and Jf (t)dt.< +
and [n] be a laeunary sequence of positive integers, that is,
(1.2) n+l/n>q 1.
Then the sequence of functions {f(nt)}, although themselves not
independent, exibits the properties of independent random variables
(c.f. 3). In 2 Professor S. Izumi proved that if f(t) satisfies
certain smoothness conditions, then {f(2t)} obeys the law of the
iterated logarithm, tIowever if we put f(t)-cos2zt+cos4zt and
n-2--1, then, by the theorem of ErdSs and Gl 1, we have,

1lim ,f(nt) =2 cos zt, a.e. in t.-/Nlog logN=l
This shows that {f(nt)} does not necessarily obey the law of the
iterated logarithm even if f(t) is a trigonometric polynomal.

In 2-4 we shall prove the following
Theorem. Let f(t) and {n} satisfy (1.1) and (1.2) respectively

and f(t) be a function of Lip , 0

_
1. Then we have,

1
lirn /Nlog logN=f(nt)

_
C, a.e. in t,

where C is a positive constant depending on f(t) and q in (1.1).
2. Frelrninary. From now on let f(t) and {n} satisfy the con-

ditions of the theorem. For simplicity of writing we may assume that

f(t),-, c cos 2zkt.

The proof is the same in the general cases as we can see by writing

a. cos 2zkt-kb sin 2zrkt--p cos
In this paragraph let N be any fixed integer satisfying

(2.1) q>3N
where fl is a positive constant such that
Let us put, for m--0,1,...,

(2.2) g(t)-- c cos 2zkt and U(t)-- g(nt).
k=l

Since f(t)eLip and -6, we have for some constant A,
(2.3) If(t)--g(t) <AN- log N<_AN- log N, for all
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and

(2.3’) )2, c <_ An-.

Further for simplicity of writing we may assume, by (2.3), that
(2.4) [g(t)[<l.

Lemma 1. If is a positive number satisfying

(2.5) 21N< 1,
then we have, for any positive integer k,

exp -(2.5’) I(2,
=0

and

(2.5") I’(, ) exp { U_(t)}dt e
m=l

where B is a positive constant depending only on f(t) and q.
Proof. If zl/2, then it is easily seen that

e < (1+ z+ z/2)ez’.
By (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5), we have

and
k-1

22U(t)2 2Y<2Yk.
0 0

From the above relations and (2.5’), we obtain
plk-1

2U(2.6) I(2, k)<ej 0[l+2U(t)+2 :(t)/2}dt.

On the other hand by (2.2), we have
(m+l) (m+)-I

U(t)= g(ntt)+2 g(ntt)g(nt)
l=m+l l=m+l

and, for

and
1 , cc cos 2r(nts-nr)t
2 o<r,s

are both sums of trigonometric functions whose frequencies lie
between n and N(n+n). Hence if we define W(t) as follows:

+ cc cos 2(ns--nr)t.(2.7) u2(t)- w (t)+
ur-tI<nNm

Then W(t) is the sum of trigonometric functions whose frequencies
lie between n and 2Nn,+). If V(t) denotes the last term of
the right hand side of (2.7), then we have, by (1.1) and (2.3),

(m+l)--I (m+l) (m+l)--I

l=m+l =1+1 O<r.s l=m+l j)l [s--rn,5/nl{<l
(2.8) +)

{c}V{ c}’/gA q-"s-}gNB,
l=m
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where B is a positive constant depending only on f(t) and q.
1 c+B, it follows, from (2.7) and (2.8), thatPutting B- :

U(t) <_NB+W(t).
Hence we have, by (2.6),

/i

(2.9) I(,, k)e] I {l+22NB./2+,U.(t)+,Wm(t)/2}dt.
2 :--0

If d. cos 2=ut is any term of the trigonometric polynomial ,U.(t)
+,W(t)/2, then by (2.2) and the above discussions, we have
_u.m2Nn(./). Therefore we have, by (1.1) and (2.1),

m--1 m--1 m--1

u. ]u
_
n 2N , n( > n(1 2N - q-< )) 0.

k=O k=0

This implies that for any (ko, k,..., kt) such that 0-<k0k..

Hence we have
k-1

--0 {1 + 2NB,./2/ 2U(t)+2W(t)/2}dt-(1+2BN/2) < e’’/.

Putting B--I+B/2, we can prove (2.5) by (2.9) and the above rela-
tion. In the same way we can prove (2.5").

3. Fundamental Inequality-. Using Lemma I we prove
Lemma 2. There exist positive constants Bo and Mo depending

only on f(t) and q such that if M and positive 2 satisfy the condi-
tions

M>Mo and 42M/< 1,

M
2eBM(3.2) J(,, M)- exp {f(nt)}dt_<

Proof. Let N be a positive integer such that N<_M<(N+I).
Then if M>M for some M, N satisfies (2.1). For this Nconstruct
the functions g(t) and U,(t) by means of (2.2). Then from (2.3)and
(3.1) we obtain, if M>M for some M,

12= f(nt)--g(nt)[ A2MN- log N< log 2.

Next let k be a positive integer such that N(2k+I)MN(2k+3).
Then we have, by (2.2), (2.4) and (3.1), for MM

1 log2.g(nt) U(t) g(nt) <2N<
=1 m=0

Therefore if M>Mo-max (M, M, M), we have by the above rela-
tions and (3.1)

2k

J(2, M) < 2 exp {2 U(t)}dt,
m=O

(3.1)
then we have
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and, by the Schwarz inequality,

ill fl 11/J(2, M) 2 exp {22, U(t)} dt exp {22 U_(t)}dt
=0

Since 42N42M’/ 1, we can apply Lemma 1 to the above terms
and obtain

J(, M) 2e+ 2e.
If we put 2B-Bo, we can prove the lemma.

For any integers N0 we consider the sequence
=1,2,..., which satisfies (1.1), instead of [n},k-1, 2,..., then for
the same Bo and M0 as in Lemma 2 the following lemma holds.

Lemma . Let NO be any integer and positive and M sa.tisfy

M> Mo and 4 2Mv. 1,(3.3)
then we have

.M+2V

exp {2

In the following let us put, for M>0 and NO,

(3.4) F(N, .M, t)-- f(nt).
=+

Lemma 4. Le M aug )oiive
(a.5) M> M0 and 16 "(M)< BoMv,
e we aave

Proof. If we put --g(M)/BoM, then (8.5) implies (g.g). Hence
we have

{e; 0 < < 1, F(N, M; ) > 2gBoM(M)} 2eo-euoe< 2e-+<).
4. Proof of the theorem. To prove the theorem it is sueient

to show that
1 2m

(4.1) +lim 2,B0 log m
and

(4.2) lim max 1
=<+, 2B0 log m ==+,

By Lemma 4 and the boundedness o f(0 we can >rove (4.1) and (4.2)
in the same way as that o grdbs and Ggl (e.L 4 o the second
paper o I).
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